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Orientation Session

Introduction to the New Session 2Ol7-tB
Principal, Ms. Anjali Kotnala

RDPS

Guest Lecture Hall

Thursday, 13 April'2O17, 40 mins

Students of class VII A-E

Student's workshop

.To acquaint and empower students to the culture and values of school norms.

oTo motivate students for effective study skills.

.To provide a framework for a year of success through the comrnunication of expectations and

standards.

.To provide a platform to the students to discuss and share their views and issues.

DESCRIPTION:

"Start by doing what's necessary then do what's possible
and suddenty you are doing impossible"

Saint Francis of Assisi

A good student orientation is the foundation for a successful preceptorship experience. To facilitate the
same/ an orientation programme for the students of class VII was conducted wherein the School
Principal, Mrs. Arrjali Kotnala shared valuable guidelines and tips uritlr the students. All the students were
asked about the changes they will inculcate in their habits and schedules to achieve better result in the
new session. Students came up with many different answers which created a pool of ways and activities
for securing good marks and enhance one's personality. Students were made to understand that there

- 3re no shoftcuts to success and target oriented hardwork is the key to accomplishment. Students were
guided to read newspapers regularly, use library resources, behave properly, work on their handwritir-rg,
do their homework, enhance their vocabulary and maintain their books and notebooks. The need for
written practice was highlighted and use of English language as a nredium of conversation was prontoted.
The approach of 3A's - Aim, Action, Achieve ancj 3H's- Head, Heart, Hand were also discussed. Finally
Ma'am Principal motivated all of students tc be determined to accomplish their goals and put in si:cere
efforts to achieve their aspirations and be positive and hopeful always..

On a whole the session provided the students an overview oi i:verything that they should to be
successful while navigating the various facets of education and irr-'lped them in effective and smooth
transition. All the students came out with positivity, enthusiasm and high spirits,
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